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ABSTRACT

My personal goal and purpose is to learn what oork and time is involved
in creating hunanities activities for the classrocm.

I feel units such as

this should be made available to teachers to provide then with ideas ,
materials, and the incentive to teach interrelated arts .

Portions of this

project could also be supplanental to World History, Literature, or Social
Studies classes.
There is a need for and current trend toward canbining the arts in
higher education that should be circulated at a rmich more accelerated rate
to the schools of the area.

My observations in ~orking with students

indicate that the students more quickly grasp, better relate to, and retain
arts experiences when they have a clear understanding of· the peoples that
created the art.
The only limiting factor to each student's progress is individual ability.
These cultures and art forms offer sanething of interest to any student,
depending only on his/her enthusia.sn and area of talent or expertise.

I

included materials for a wide range of reading levels, so as not to hamper
the interest or personal achievenent level of slower readers.

The units provide

more advanced resources and materials for the gifted and highly motivated
students so their progress can proceed at their own individual rate.

The

min.imLnTI requirenents for the project are: (1) journal of materials and
writing assignments in class; (2) participation in and contribution to a
group project; (3) an individual project; (4) test, covering the previous
three requirenents.
Resources are listed in tv.o annotated bibliographies: (1) books used in
creating the units; (2) films, filmstrips, records, and cassettes available .

V

The slides were made this semester under the direction of Dr . Darling for
an Art study .
sources.

They were chosen for being difficult to find in other film

The notes are taken fran a paper I \ffOte for Dr. Drinl<man in the

Stmner of 1980 and a paper I wrote for Dr. Darling in the Fall of 1980 .
This program is in lesson plan form.

The format was adapted fran the

Handbook of Museum-based Lesson Plans, Saint Louis Art Museum.

The time-lines

and a wealth of materials in the Egyptian and Mesopotamiam cultures were used
fran the Oriental Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois .

After all the units are

presented, the class could be divided into groups to construct a m:xlel
structure representative of the culture they are to represent.
could make an individual project to be housed in the rrodel.

Each student

The projects would

be written in contract form by the student and weekly progress would be noted

on the contract contributing to a final grade.

Part of the group project would

entail a group presentation of their m:xlel structure to the rest of the class.
The group presentation should include information on the models, embellishnents,
history, and description of individual works .
After all the groups are finished, pictures would be taken and a class
scrapbook canpiled.

The final test would include multiple choice, fill in the

blank, and essay questions on the cultures; individual project, individual
experience of the student in the group project of presenting one culture,
and what the student gained fran observing the group presentations of other
cultures.
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Dedicated to:
Jolm E. Price.

In World Cultures, I began to question, to think.

vii

Introduction

This paper contains twelve units geared toward the junior high school
level in humanities. Included are lesson plans, slides, notes, and two
annotated listings; a bibliography and an additional section of materials
available to teachers.
The units may be used as parts of a whole segment of a junior high
humanities class; or separately as a supplement to humanities, social
studies, world history, language, or other classes.
Due to binding requirements of Booth Library, the slides are
separate fran the written text. To coordinate the slides with their
accanpanying text, consult the table of contents on pages ii and iii
of the text.

vii

Introduction

This paper contains twelve units geared toward the junior high school
level in humanities. Included are lesson plans, slides, notes, and two
annotated listings; a bibliography and an additional section of materials
available to teachers.
The units may be used as parts of a whole segment of a junior high
humanities class; or separately as a supplanent to humanities, social
studies, world history, language, or other classes.
Due to binding requiranents of Booth Library, the slides are
separate fran the written text. To coordinate the slides with their
accanpanying text, consult the table of contents on pages i i and i i i
of the text.
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Contract for "Pyramid Cultures''

Name of student- -- -- - - - -- Class

- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -

Book No .

- - - - -- -- - -- - - -

Instructor

- -- - - -- - - -- - Contrac t Approval
- - - ---

Date of

Date of Final Paper- - - - - - -- -

The student s i gning this contract has voluntarily sul:mitte<l him/herself
to perform the following projects for credit and grading; based on the
quality of the projects.

(1)

Group Project, (2) Individual Project (to be

an idea of the student's, approved by instructor), (3) ArrDunt of growth in
new skil l s, research abil i ty, and understanding of the total presentation of
cultures held in cc:mnon by the building of pyramids, (4) Grades will be
decided on jointly by student and instructor .

Each assignment will be

graded separately.

ASSIGNMENI' DATE

RESEARCH

GROUP

INDIVIDUAL

GROWIB/CDMMENI'S

J

Unit Goa.l :
Introduction

Lesson objective :
Students wi) 1 perceive and understand the time period ru1d
ecmplexity of the cultures they
will be studying.

Follow-up Context:
Dctenninc whi.ch cultures ;-ire nn~l
familia.r/rcm:: rte to the students.
Make sun) they tmderstancl they
must keep daily notes for future

reference.
Evaluation:
Can student discuss jn class or
write a surrmary paragraph of what
has just been seen, noting any new
information not p r ovioLLsly
experienced by the student?

Lesson Prepa.ration:
Obtain slide kits fran the~ Saint
Lou i.s Art Museum. There .u-e also
museLnn-ba...sed lesson p l a.ns availn.ble
through the Saint I.ouj_s Art Mu...<.;eum

and also throu~h the Oriental Art
Institute if a field trip is
feasible.

Time lines should b~ displayed jn
the class and filled as eacll culLLU'e
is studied further.

~laterial.s:
Time lines, s.l.ides, representa-

tive pieltu-es frcm each culture
disp) ayc"C.l in t:hc roon. If
teacher m1d school library do
not !lave their o,m, they may be
obta i ned through most major
muse1m1~_.; and travel services or

government agencies .

Noles:

Time lines for Egypt and
M8sorx)tam i.a ~-c f rem the
Orhmtal Art Institute in

Chic.;:igo and teachers can
easily ma.l<G those for the

othc)r cultures by

usj_ng the

same form-1. L .

Lesson Context and Activities:
Introduce the time pcrj.cx.i o[ 1300 13 . C.
to 1500 1\..D. and c<1.lJ. attention to the
time line that will be used. Show the
representative slides of e,Lch culture.
There is a recor(l ing o f the type of
mustc sane scholars f 0el mi.ght have
been indigenous to these cultures tha.t
a.re acceptabl e if used a.s background
nrusic for the shdcs to set a mood of
each culttu·e. It is tit.l.<-xl "Thn "tllusic
of Africa'' (1971) J\mcric.an Heritage
Publ.ishing Ccmpany, Inc. , 551 Fifth
Avenue, New York , New York 10017

Title:
Introduction to Pyramid Culture

SUdcs 1-1 through 1- 13

lb

Slide numbers
I-1 GueITero, 15.
Mapa de Mesoarnerica.
I-2 , 2a Personal slides . I-3 Paul, 49
Pyramid of the Sun and Pyramid pla.7..a.. Pyramid of the
Sun is over 700 feet at its base and over 200 feet in
height. Volcanic stone faced with plaster covers the
entire exterior.
I-4,5 Guerrero, 46.
Lamina III.

Pira'mide de Tlaloc y Quetzalcoatl .

I-6 Lange, 250.
Hypostyle hall with colossal statues of Ramses II in the front
hypostyle in the Great Temple at Abu Simbel . Thirty feet in height.
I-7

Lange, 27.
The Great Sphinx.

I- 8

The Sphinx is 240 feet long and 66 feet tall.

Lloyd, 191.
"The reconstructed 'Ishtar Gate, ' I3abylon. The animals-bulls and dragons--are the conventional heraldic figures of
the time. The whole gateway fonned a splendid polychrane
canposition."

I-9 Lloyd, 206.
"Figures of warriors in glazed brick fran Susa, menbers of the
Pers ion royal guard. ''
I-10 Lloyd, 205 .
"Glazed-brick relief of a griffin, !ran Susa. The colouring is
brilliant, but the rrxxlelling does not show the precision of stone
carving.''
I-ll, 12, 13 Stram1enger, 199.
"Hunan-headed winged bull-god or 'Lamassu' £ran the palace of
King Ashurnasirpal II (883-859 B.C . ) at Nimrod (Kalkhu). Neo-Assyrian .
Alabaster. Height:ten feet four inches. British Museum, London."
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Unit Goal :
Ziggurat (Mesopotamia)

Lesson Obj ective :
Student will be able to w1derstand
the mastaba shape, its expansion
into ziggurat and then into
stepped pyramids.

Follow-up Contc~x t:
Detenninc whi.ch studc--mts want to be
considerc"ll for the group on
Mcsoix)tmnia and who might like
to design and model ziggurat.

Evaluation:
students e ither write
a paragraph explaining or
draw illustrations of the
different designs with appropriate
labels?

Ma Lerj.al~:
Pictures/slides, definitions.

Can

Lesson Preparation:
Ready slides or pictures of mastabas,
ziggurats, and pyramids . Write the
definitions of them on the board .

Lesson Context & Activities:
Definition of the word mastaba
is bench. Ziggurat means either
"House of the ~1ountain" or "the
bond between heaven and Earth."
Show pictures after students
have copied definitions . Have
students ·write or draw illustrations
in last part of class, after discussion.

Note!:5:
The building and maintain i.ng
of a ziggurat provided much of

the anploymcnt Ior the culture
and provid<:.'Cl shelter and fuod
for the needy . It was many
times rem:xieled, rather than
torn down ,.rnd built a_new .

Title:
The .Evolution of the Ziggrn:at

Slides Z-1 through Z- 2

2b

Slides Z-1 - Z-2
Z-1
Z-2

Strarmenger 12 4 •
Ziggurat of Ur-Nanmu.

The northeastern facade .

Strarmenger XXIV.
Ziggurat of Ur-Namnu.

Southwestern side.

')

,..(.'.

NCJI'ES

Architecture was very important and beautiful in the Mosnpotmnian
civilization. Cities ru1d tc:rnples were built on top of pre-existing
ones o r were many Umcs roroclele:d .1 Of these, the Uryl< tcrnp1es an~ the
Erst knO\rn to have b11cn liuilt on a stone fou11dat.i0n. 2 I n t emples,
the zig~rat was a JX)pu.lar form, which rcach0.d its pc;1k :i.11 the Th:i.rd
IJynasty. 3 Zigb'Ura t rnc.:ans c'!itht:r II Lile house of thn m:Jtmtai n" or "the
bond between heaven and ea.rth. 114 The largest zj gg-1trat j s Ur N:·inrnu. IL
measured 62. 50 by 43 md(:)rs and stand~; to tllc scx.:ond tc1Tace. 'l'hl: "'
structure dated 225()-~2:.33 13. C., was Jex.Heated t.n th(~ n)(xm ~~od N;rnn:t. :)
'l11is temple was constructed by the ruler Ur-Narnnu j n th( : lh.inl .dynnsty.
He also had t011pJ.es bui.lt in El'icll1, Un1k, and Ni ppur. The~-;<? were tli!'i
ea.rHcst tunples built in thri stcpJX;d sty.le. IL was .Inter r<Jnovn.tc'd
by Naoonius. What now i;tands j s rcp11esentativc o f the v:od<. of h<>th
kings. 6
In the beginnillg, the trn1pJ cs were , · nrnunHy property.

The ci Lies

prospered and surplus .food b<.:.'Cwnc~ ava.i.lable. With thjs c!<:'vcJorrni..'nt, the
t<:rnples beC;)Jlle a haven for rcJ'ugce~, and needy persons. or ten tl1,}sc '.\'1!1·1)
people or f;unilies who had sold thun~_;c.lvcs into slavery Lo a,·0.i.d st:u·vat.i.on.
One trn1ple unp.loye<l l.Jn.kcrs, mil le::rs, brewers, c:ool<s, r i_~;I H 't11Krn , herdi-;11cn,
sai J.ors, b'Ua rds, scr ibcs, and b.lad<:--.ni ths. They al so llacl c.: l.oth \,r)rkshn p~;.
Every time the temple \•:as cnhtri(c?d or rcnovatcxl , e;---;.p<:'{li.Uons wc1·11 nn11nt; cd to
sell, buy or trade for all the masonry materi.als that were non-tixist<'nt i11
the heme land. 7 Tlw tunples heJtl the crypts of Lhe r, >y:LJ. .C:unilics, :tlso.
TI1is could be w1fortuna te for the kj_ng' s p(~r sonal snlcl i crs, i::uards, music:i ans,
dignitaries, or oxen . When tlw king dj_E.'CJ these were ofV·n dn1gl~ed and
entanbed with him for service jn the after-li.Je.8 Thc:rc wa.s no n.ccount c,f

this that I found that include:.'<.i slaves .

1 wra Jane H.runblin, The first Ci_Ues, p. '106.
2 Hobert Claiborne, Tbe Birth of Writing, p. ~JO .

3 Eva Strcrnnenger, _5000 Ye~u·s of thfl /\rt of ~lc~;.oputamia, p. 4~~.
vv

4 John

IJO\\m'U1,

The Uni v<.:rsa.l . 11:i.~.:!. ~~.Y
.
o.f Lhc i~~~Jd, p . 28.

5 S.trarn1cngcr, p. ·106.
6 Stram1enger, p. 107.

7 Hamblin, p. 97.

8 Hamblin, p. 1.10.
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Unit Goal:
Writing (Mesopotamia)

Lesson Objective:
Students will be able to recognize
Mesopotamia as the "birthplace
of writing • "

Follow-up Context:
Advanced students may be given
worksheets fran the Oriental
Institute h1useum on the benefits
and drawbacks of law under llanrnurabi.

Evaluation:
Can student:. write their own

alphabet with Sllall wedge tools
in clay? How legible are they?
Can the student design a cylinder
seal?

Lesson Prep:tration :
Obtain pictures or slides of
cuneifonn writing, the code of
Hamnurabi stella, and cylinder
seals.

Lesson Context & Activities:
Show pictures that have been prepared
and give the students a choice fran
the activities listed for evaluation .

Materials :
Pictures/slides, worksheets,
"sculpy" clay and tools . Slides
are obtainabl e frcm the Orient.al
I nstitute Museum.

Notes:
The Mesopotcmian systen of writing
grew out of business and legal
needs for a form of pennanen l r ecord.
Their written laws predate the Ten
Ccmnandments by 1000 years . The
laws leave loop holes for the wealthy . 11ost of the populace was
illiterate . As in l!gypt, the
writing and reading was done by
scribes .

Title:
Cuneiform; Writing of the Wedge

Slides WM-1 through WM-6

:3b

Slide Numbers - Writing (~lesopotamia)

WM-1 Clairborne, 143.
Cylinder seals are apart fran the other fonns of language. These metal
cylinders were often worn by their owners as nmuJets. The pictorial
signature of the ovmer was engraved into the stone. When rolled over a
clay tablet, the signature was transferred onto the clay. These exist.0d
two-hundred years before their earliest V,Titing. TI1esc wf~re used until
the advancanent of Arrunk \VTi ting made the stamp seal (wax) rrore
practical to use on leather and papyrus.
\\'M-2

Knauth, 88.
"Personal seals- carved stone cylinders, alongside the imprints Ll1ey made
whe n rolled over wet clay . The impression at top depicts a fw1eral
banquet, while the other has two heroes contending with rearing humanheaded bulls. ''

WM-3

Clairborne, 40.
"Writing was quite accanplished to the Mesopotamians. J\row1el 3100 U. C .
they invented cuneifo rm writing. The name was given after the Latin word
cw1eus f or wedge. This was the tool used to ~T ite the Sj1nlX1 ls u~c<l in
clay. Most \\Ti t.ing was done by scribes. They had to learn arow1<l
seven- hundred symbols to represent their l:.u1guagc an<l rnathanatics . The
scribes came fron middle class families, who pajd for thei.r educati0n.
By contrast, the royalty was as illiterate as the peasants."

WM-4

Clairborne, 73.
"A trilingual gold plaque of the sLxth century U.C!..;-inscribc"Cl in Old
Persion, Elarnite and Uabylonia.n--is one of a pair, each JTu.'ltchcd by a
silver duplicate, placed by Persia's Ki.ng Darius in the aucljence hall
at Persepolis. The text asks the god Ahuramazda to protect llirius ruicl
guard his royal house.' '

WM-5

Stram1enger, 159 .
"Detail of the relief frc1n the top of the stcle (an upright sl::tb or
pillar of stone bearing an inscription) of the Code of llamnurabi showing the king worshipping before a god seated on a throne . "

WM-6

Stromnenger, 158.
I3asalt stele of the Code of lfanrnurabi, king of Uabylon, L1.tcr Larsa
Period, 1930-1888 B.C. Height seven fent, four and five-eighths incllPS.
Louvre, Paris. In 2100 13.C. Ur- :--.ianmu created a l aw code. 111is prodal.('s
the Ten Cc.mnandments by lOCX) years. There is a coµy only a fE...'W hunclnx..l
years later than the original in a Turkish museum. Th<.: ccxie cstal>li~hcd
weights and measures for dunestic and int<:.:rnat.i o nal. trade and penalties
for crimes. These penal ties were mostly fines and without phys ical
punishnents. This was over 300 years before LIH~ 0xle of Ilw1murabi, which
is much better known. The C<xie of Hanmurabi had many more physical
punishments and loopholes for the well - to-do . It was very necess~y to
restore the law and order that had been lost since the reign of Ur-:-;nnrnu.
Hamnurabi's lav,s, like Ur-Nanmu were copied in stone and sent tbroughout
the kingdan.
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Unit Goal:

Music (Mesopotamia)

Lesson Objective:
Students will be able to under s t and
that the ancient culture that
built this music systan was very
sophisticated. Mesopotamians wrote
songs about love and life just
as we do today.

Follow-up Context:
What is their favorite love
song (if they have one) and
why? Would any of than like
to construct a model lyre?

Materials:
Slides MMl, MM2, MM3
Evaluation:
Can students help canpile a list
of comparisons to the other
cultures as to instrunents and
notation (or lack of)?

Lesson Preparation:
Slides of notation and rel ics
of their instruments .

Notes:
Look how long in recorded
history we have been writing
love songs, and how many there
are.

Title:
Mesopotamia, birthplace of
Music Notation.

Lesson Context & Activities:
Show students the oldest known written
fragment of a Hurrian love song,
explaining which lines are lyrics,
tones, and perfonnance instructions .
Also, show picture(s) of lyres that
the song might have been perfonned on.
List ~he other flutes, drums, reeds,
etc., that were used in Mesopotamia
and in the other cultures.

Slides MM-1. through MM-3

4b

Slides M~,U-M},'13
Music - Mesopotamia

MM-1

Strarrnenger, XIII.
"Front of a lyre fran the tanb of queen Pu-abi at Ur .
Early Dynastic Period C. 2685-2645 B.C . Height 45 cm.
British Museun, London. ''

~.IM-2 Knauth, 30.
Music was important and sane instruments renain. There were lutes,
flutes, and harps. The roost elaborate are the harps ;vith golden
heads of animals . These were either the goat or bull, depending on
the pitch capabilities of the insturment. Story telling was also very
popular. It should be noted that they had stories that are like ours
of Noah and the Ark, The Odyssey, and Hercules.

MM-3 Hamblin, 144.
"The oldest piece of written music, a cult song in Hurrian cuneiform,
was unearthed in the early· 1950's at a Syrian dig near the ancient city
of Ugarit. Deciphered in 1972, the four upper lines include lyrics
containing the phrase 'beloved of the heart,' and references to gods
and godesses; the equivalent of musical notation . The piece, ~ritten
about 1400 B.C., seems to establish the Near East as the birthplace of
Western music.
Holding a replica of a 4,600 year old lyre, musicologist Richard L.
Crocker, of the University of California, Berkeley, prepares to play the
Hurrian song. He was able to interpret the melody's pitches fran the
cuneifonn, but had to improvise the rhythn and tanpo . "
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Unit Goal:
Egyptian Pyramids

Lesson Objective:
Students will be able to identify
Egyptian pyramids apart fran those
of other cultures.

Evaluation:
student select fran pictures
of pyramids those fran the Egyptian
culture? Can student write or
explain the features which
distinguish it fran a pyramid of
another culture?

Can

Lesson Preparation:
Either have slides of the pyramids,
a ziggurat, and a mastaba or have
large pictures of then displayed
clearly for the class in the roan.
Notecards show the dimensions of
the Egyptian structures.

Lesson Context and Activities:
Show the F.gyptian mastaba, stepped
pyramid, and pyramids in the style of
those at Giza. Have the class keep
account of when they were built and
mark these times on the time-line .
During the slides, students should
receive infonnation of the pyramids'
dimensions and theories about their
construction . These pyramids were
built for the burial of kings.
Other cultures used the same style
of structure for different purposes .
Show slides or pictures of pyramids
fran several cultures tbat are
numbered. Have the students mark
which are Egyptian.

Follow-up Context:
Determine which students would like
to do an individual project
on the Egyptian pyramids. The
project could involve design,
blueprints, models, a written
paper, or creating art work
using the pyramid shape or
form.

Materials:
Slides or pictures, dimensions,
possibly Egyptian music for
background.

Notes:
The slaves tbat probably built
the pyramids were in a society
totally different in the aspects
of slavery than those in the
period of the U.S. Civil War.
Accounts tell exclusively of
vonen slaves. There are two
theories as to where the male
captives were . They could have
possibly been killed to prevent
a threat of security in the
cities or for being considered
too hard to handle . They also
could have been used as labor
gangs for use in serving the
military. Sane persons and
whole families sold thanselves
into slavery to avoid poverty.

Title:
The Visual Characteristics of
Egyptian Pyramids .
Slides EP-1 through EP-3

5b

Slides EP-1 - EP-3
Egyptian Pyramids

EP-1 Lange, 398, 399.
The original mastaba- 205x205 feet and 25 feet high.
Shafts, 104 feet deep , to 97 foot long galleries. The
original four step- no diroonsions given . The oblong
six step shown here is 195 feet high. 2778-2723 B.C.
The six step was built during the III Dynasty Old Kingdan.

EP-2 Lange, 26.
The Giza pyramids fran the south.
EP-3 Lange, 25.
The Giza pyramids frcxn the road to Saqqara.
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Unit Goal:
Writing (Egyptian)

Lesson Objective:
Students will be able to write
their names and a few very short
sentences in hieroglyphs .

Evaluation:

Follow-up Context:
Determine whl.ch students oould like
to do the hieroglyphs for the
Egyptian pyramid rrodel. Others
may want to design cartouches.
These could be done in inks,
paint, impression in clay or
plaster, etcetera .

Can student write in hieroglyphs?

Lesson Preparation:
Duplicated. sheets fran the Oriental
Art Institute showing the symbols
of hieroglyphs and the sounds they
represent . Display pictures of
hieroglyphs and mount slides of
then .

Lesson Context & Activities:
Show students slides of hieroglyphs
alter they have copies of the sheets
fran the Oriental Art Institute .
As the slides are shown, see if the
students can identify with the
symbol for life, eye of Horus, etcetera .
See if they can understand the sheets
and write a few sentences in their
notebooks using hieroglyphs .
Explain that people could not discern
the meaning of the symbols before the
discovery of the Ro.setta Stone. This
information is in the material fran
the Oriental Art Institute.

Materials:
Slides, hieroglyph sheets.

Notes:
Scribes were alm:)st the only
members of the culture who
could read and write. The
royalty was usually as illiterate as the peasant class.

Title:
The Egyptian method of Writing:
Hieroglyphs.

Slides WE-1 through WE-4

6b

Slides WE-1, WE-2
Writing (F,gyptian)

WE-1 Clairborne, 1ll.
"A literate 13 century B.C. builder of royal tanbs named Peshedu
designed and constructed his own. He covered the ceiling with the
litany of Re, a religious text that celebrated the sun god's eternal
passage between heaven and the undel"'M)rld. He decorated the walls
with pictures of gods, each one holding the symbol for life. At
rear, Peshedu pictured himself surrounded by figures and symbols
including that of the underworld god Osiris (center), and the huge,
all-seeing eye of the sky-god Horus, oon of Osiris, which looks out
for the eternal bliss of the dead."
WE-2 Desroches-Noblecourt-Kenett, 69.
"The cartouche, or signature of Tutankhamun depicted in the cover of
a wooden box found in his tc:mb."
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Unit Goal:
Dance (Egyptian)

Lesson Objective:
Students will be
able to ru1derstand
the nature of and
rrovements characteristic
to dance in ancient Egypt .

Evaluation:
Can student EIT1Ulate a dance
frcxn hieroglyph or create a
hieroglyph dance. Can the
student write a comparison
to dance the student is
familiar with today?

~sson Preparation:
Discuss the reasons for dance
and celebration through the ages.
Canponents; physical, eTDtional,
personal, group .

Lesson Context & Activities:
View pictures and slides of
hieroglyphs of dance used to
celebrate everything frcxn
battle victory to funeral
processions . Show students
the joy of living expressed
by the dance, costumes, jewelry .
Show types of rrrusical acccrnpaniment

Follow-up Context:
Detennine which students ~uld
like to do their individual
project in dance or costumes .
Would they like to perform,
possibly in costume, for the
class?

Materials:
Slides, hieroglyph samples
of the tcxnb of Mehou at
Saqqara used to choreograph
and costume the dances for
the rrovie The Ten Cannandments .
If rrovie is not available, show
dance slides with the rrovie
soru1dtrack. (Pararrount Records
PAS 1006)

Notes:
Students will take notes to
ccmpare with other units on
dance of other cultures.

Title :
Dance in Ancient Egypt.

used .

Slides DE-1 through DE-4

7b

Slides DE-1 - DE-4
Dance (Egyptian)

DE-1 Lange, 72 .
"Girls perfonning dances in t he t anb of Mehou at Saqqara."
DE-2, 3, Lange, 170.
"In the tcrnb of Kheruef at Thebes.
festival scene. "
DE-4

Dancing men and girls fran a

Lange, XXI.
"Festival scenes frcm the tanb of the Vizier Rehlmir'e."

7c

NOI'ES

In the tanple of Luxor there is tbc crmplete pictorial reproduction
of a perfonnance in open air, called "The beautiful feast of Opet . " The
picture shows a group of lute players ru1d fana.Je dancers, making scmersaults
and clapping their hands, with other fanale singers rattling sistra. There
must have been sane canic dcmces, like those performed by the canedian arnong
the gods, Bes, who wclS, as mentioned before, tbe god of the dru1ce. Dances of
dwarfs have also been mentioned .
The Egyptiru1s used so-called dance- tours, in which sane action,
saretimes even ru-i abstract idea, was to be expressed . Such 'tours,'
using various positions and gestures, were ordinarily applied whim
tv,o or rrore people danced together. They had particular munes,
such as 'column,' expressing probably through the~ position of' the
body the upright shape of a column. Other 'tours' represented
or imitated the wind, sweeping over the trees and bendi.ng dov.11
the reeds, or the abduction of a belle, or the mystery of birth, as
explained by hieroglyphic inscriptions . 9
More is record<:...>d of the Egyptian dance.· The priests and pharoah on.ly
actively participated during sacred festivals and in 'stately steps.'
The dancers were servant girls or slave girls, or perhaps HttJ<; groups
of professional dancers (sisters to the professional mourner~ at
funerals) who perfonned at banquets. These accounts cane frcm tanb
paintings. In the IV Dynasty there was a. title of misLrcss of the
ballet. 10
Many times their dances were very full of life and incorporated such
figures as the pirouette. Often both sexes d,:1nced together, but sa11e
were only done by men using quick boLU1cing rrnti.ons with only the
accanpanimen t of hand clapping and finger snapping. 'l'he wanen's
dances were usually accanpanied by soft flute and reed instn.nnents .
Also for entertainment, there were jesters or buffoons . 'fhey are
thought to have been either natives fran the interior of Africa or
menbers of the lowest caste who blackenE..>d then.selves as in the
minstrel shO\l;'S of our country . 11
9 Alfred Sendrey, ~lusic in the Social and fa-)J.igious Lite of /mtiqu ity, p. ,17.
10 Jon Manchip White, Everyday Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 185 .
11 Carl Engel, The hlusic of the Most Ancient Nations, p. 250.
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At lefl:
F..gyptian

ritua l d1.nces .

Sendrey,
Illus . j 8 .

At ]eft:
Egyptian
funeral dance .
Sendrey .
Illus • .:39 .

Below :
A danc e tour .

Engel , fig . 88 .
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Unit Goal:
Music (F.gypt)

Lesson Objective:
Student should have a clear
understanding of the instruments
of the culture, how they were
perfonned, and an idea of how they
sounded.

Evaluation:
Can student discuss the
similarities to instruments
we have today and suggest as
to how chieroncxny was done?

Lesson Preparation:
Obtain rhythm instruments for use by
groups. Prepare pictures or slides
of Egyptian musicians with and
without being directed, and Tut's
trumpet with recording of what it
is capable of playing .

Lesson Context & Activities:
Background music could include the
"Egyptian dance•• fr~ The Ten
Carrnanchnents. Show the class that
Egypt, as all these cultures did,
had flutes made of r eed and
sanetimes wood or bone. They had
harps, trt.nTipets , drums; these were
used in their daily culture.
Music was for religious, ~ial,
military, and funerial celebrations .
Show Tut's tn..anpet and play recording
of it's capabilities. Explain
chieroncrny and possibly divide the
class into groups with rhythn instruments to canpose a short work with
a student as chieronaner divising
a method by which they can discern who
is to play a predecided rhythn on cue .

Follow-up Context:
See if any of groups would
like to further their ensemble
and develop it into a group
project to be performed for the
class in one week. They may
have their choice of instruments.

Materialr ·
Recording -of Tut's trunpet
and picture of same. The
illustration of chieroncxny
and pictures of Egyptian
music being perfonned.
Rhythm instruments.

Notes:
Have students continually
been aware of the similarities
in cultures through all epochs
of time? Is anything really
new?

Title:
The sophisticated ~fusic
Systan of Dynastic Egypt.

8a

th.e tor<"lb of Neltavhur and
Scikhernd hVlodfrfth Dy~sty- ~63-..lip~ BC.)

1-4- Egyptian chein:inomy. A f~ment -from

Cheironomy:
This system was used in place of written notation. It
is also thought to have been used by the Olmec . These people
were not only conductors. They were responsible for the indication of pitch, int~rvals, fingerinGs, melody line, and
which string the harpist should play. This was done by using
gestures of their arms, hands, head, and fingers.

•

Source: Role of the Black in Western Music (mus 2561) Eastern
Illinois University course> Fall) 1976.

UniL Goal:
'futan.khamun Day

Lesson Ol>jcclivc:

Fo] low-up Contf!xt.:

S tudcn ts wiJ l be nble Lo unclersta nd thn.L "'l'uL" is impor tant
mainly d11c to his Lornb !Jein~
intact and noL stripped by

Detr'1rntlw whi~h sLudcnts would like
to m:tke nrti racts for a ffKx.lr'l
pyramid or t a nh if they elect
Lo bC' j n L110 1:.gyp li~rn group.

grave-robbers.
Materials:
l:,\·aluation:
Can stud<"n1. write what he/ she
thinks should be left 1n Lhc
Lime capsules today for later
P<X'>Pl cs Lo sc0 our finest \..Orks
thr1 way we now view "Tut's"?
\\1mL ~,ould Lhcy wnnt ]c(t in
Lhcjr o,vn personal capsule?

.L<?sson Prcpn.raLion:
ThcrG i.s a vas L weaJth of l>ooks,
sU des, posters, of 1'u L and
Lhe fintlings of his tanb .

lesson Context & /\ctivities:
Show .slides and narration of Lim dig by
Howard CarLer and the Lanb when H was
opened . Show the high qualiLy or
craftsnanship j n the treasures of thn
Lanb. If you have the picture of 1\it 's
trumpet, play Lhc recording of when it
was played be fore being pu L tn Lhc C'a iro
Aluscun . /\vaiJ ab] e on the rcC'or<l "The
~.lusic of A(rka"(1D71) hnerican llcrJ Laf!e

~lany arl'.' list<.'Ci in the /\udio
Visrnt 1 and Research Mater in Is
on page 11, 1,1a.

Nole!::;:
S Lucien ts wishing lo ma.kc
mcxl1 !) r igures such n.s a
sarcophogas or miniatures
shou l cl usu S<!vcra l way:c-; or
cr<~:tL ing t hem . These would
i ncl ~1clc mold l ng using" a

material such as "sculpy" cl:-.y.

c.rrvinf, in p.laster or so:1p;
wood may also be corn,j dcrc'd .
A third method couJ d i m·o l v0.
Lhc student ma.king a mold nml
pouring plaster into it. Then
lhc studcmt coul d canpare Lhc
dif fercnL media us<Xl and d1..~rcc
of difficulty.

Tit le:
'!'he~ Trea.s-w.' os Le f l l>y '1\1 t.ankhamun

Publishing Co. , Inc. 551 FHth /\venue,
New Yc)rk, New York 10017 .

Sl i ut'S T-1 Lhrou~h T-~

9b
Slides T-1 - T-8
Tutankhamun Day

T-1 Desrocbes-Noblecourt-Kenett, l08.
"Detail of the prow of the alabaster boat; head of a
Syrian ibex and a figure, thought to be that of Princess
Mutnedjrnet. 11
T-2 Desroches-~oblecourt-Kenett, 113.
A nx:xlel of one of the pharaoh's boats .
T-3, 4 Claiborne, 112, 113.
"Statues of ,\OO<l, stone or pottery, inscribed with the
names of the deceased, were placed in the graves of
wealthy Egyptians to substitute for the dead in the
perfonnance of any physical labor that might be dana.nded
by the gods in the afterlife. These figurines, fran
the Second Millenium B. C., bear inscriptions identifying
them as farmworkers."
T-5 Claiborne, I-19.
''Wcxxien nx:xlel of men and oxen ploughing. Models such as
these were frequently placed in Egyptian tcmbs, as part
of provisions made for the needs of the dead person in
the afterlife, which was thought to be very similar to
life in this world."
T-6, 7, 8, Claiborne, 98-99.
"A principal role of scribes in ancient Egypt is marorialized
in this fann scene sculpted in wcxxl and placed in the tanb of
a praninent noblanan named Meketre sane 4,000 years ago.
Seated on a throne in his pavillion (left), Meketre watches
herdsnen drive his cattle through the yard to be counted.
To his right four scribes, record the tally on papyrus sheets,
while another scribe, across the yard, assisted by tv.o drovers,
takes an independent count as a cross-check . Such inventory
taking enabled scribes to be paid in a percentage of the herds
or other carrnodities . "
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Unit Goal:
OJmec Culture

Lesson Objective:
Students will experience
examples of art Iran the oldest
known civilization.

J:;val ua t ion :
students write a.bout or
discuss the similarities benveen this culture and those
that came after? Do the
sLudents feel that the later
cultures chose the best traits
of the Olmec people?

Follow-up Context:
Inquire if any students want to
try and reconstruct a nxx:iel
OJmec city, different Olmec
heads, or would like to write
a paper canparing the Olmec
to the Maya who copied them.

Can

Lesson Preparation:
Slides of the Olrnec relics .
Heads, pyramid ranains, city
remains.

Materials:
Time-line, slides

Notes:
Besides those in the lesson
activity, this may be best
done with Maya at the same
time.

Title:
Olmec; the "Father Race."
Lesson Context & Activities:
~-plain by use of time-line why
there is little left of the Olmec
by which to study than. Also, the
Maya built many cities in or on
previous Olmec cities . The Olmec
culture was not discovered w1der
~laya ruins Wltil the 1970's. Show
slides . The danzante figures may
have been captives before their
sacrifice. There are extremely
few pictures of their mu.sic, only
the sacrifices.
Slides ~1 through ~7
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0-1 Guerrero, 21 .

Olmec monumental head frcxn La Venta.
0-2 Guerrero, 23.

Top head frcxn San Lorenzo Tenochtla.
Bottcxn head also at Museo de Xalapa.

Museo de Xalapa.

0-3 &nith, 25 .

The eyes o.f this magnificent head have an oriental cast,
while the generous mouth s hows a strong OJmec jn[luence.
Sharpened teeth were considered fashionable.
0-4 Guerrero, Lamina I .

Mascarita Labrada en Jae.lei.ta.
Covarrubias, Museo Nacional.

(jade head)

Fron the

0-5 Guerrero, 125.

Monte Alb'an.

Edificio, Pir'amide de Los D:mzanles.

0-6 Guerrero, 20.
La cuidad de La Venta.

0-7

Claiborne, 130.
The observatory at Chichen Itza, Yucatan, built in 900 A.D.,
has numerous windows whose sophisticated alignments enabled
the Mayans to study the positions of celestial bodies ru1d to
produce an accurate cal endar.

10c.

NOl'ES

Olmec-danzantes - "The dansantes (dancing figures) of the O.lmec city
of Monte Alban are thought to possible depict figures of those sacrificed
in their last dance . The figures are of several different races a11d are
shown in quite a variety of positions . These appear to be dance positions .
The figures number in the hw1<.lreds and have been found everywhere in the city.
The blocks of stone they are carved on a.re J..X)Sitioned adjoining one another
so where one figure ends another begins."~

12 I gnacio Bernal, The Olmec World, p . 153 .
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Unit Goal:
Maya Culture

Lesson Objective:
Students will be able to distinguish
the architecture and art, mostly in
the fonn of gold jewelry of the
Maya fran that of other cultures.

Follow-up Context:
Inquire as to which students would
like to canpare the Maya with
the Olmec, or possibly the
Egyptian.

Evaluation:
Can students compare the
writing, gold v.ork and
architecture of the Maya
to that of other cultures?

Materials:
Time-line, slides, map

Lesson Preparation:
Slides of tbe artifacts, a
map showing their location
and their place on the
time- line .

Lesson Context & Activities:
Vie:.v slides, possibly with
those of the other cultures
to see if students can
identify those that are Maya.
Point out the similarities
and the exactness in their
art, especially in the lost
wax process they used with
gold.

Notes:
It is now thought that the
Maya were after the Olmec
and built on their ruins.
We do not know where either
race came from, and it is
becaning increaslingly difficult
to draw a clear line between
what is Maya and Olmec.

Title:
Exclusively Maya(?)

Slides M-1 through M-8

llb
Slides M-1 - M-8
Maya Culture

M-1 Claiborne, 131.
"One of the few ranaining examples of Mayan hieroglyphic documents is
the Dresden Codex, a sacred almanac named for the city where it now
re_lX)ses. The two pages predicted that disaster \IDUld follow the rising
of the palnet Venus on two different days. A dot represents the number
one; a bar, the number five; and the shell-like shape, zero."
M-2 Stuart, 84, 85.
"Ruins at Palenque. Temple of the Inscriptions rises aoove the Palace.
Under the rule of Pacal and his descendents. His second son assumed
power on June 1, 701. "

M-3 Stuart, 70, 71.
"Tikal Great Plaza, Temple of the Giant Jaguar . "
M-4 Stuart, 59.
"FrClil a grouping of shrines to an imposing palace ccmplex, the evolution
of a structure at Uazactun reflects growth and change in Maya society .
In a series of drawings, Dr. Proskouriakoff reconstructs developnents
over 500 years. At top, three temples stand on an open platform; the
public could watch major rituals there. Later a new structure covered
the stairs; three new shrines screened the court frcm public view.
Thereafter, elaoorate palaces replaced the rear temple and stairway.
Finally, a tight canplex of palaces and patios surroW1ded the last
surviving ancient temple, suggesting a merging of religious and of secular
activities~and the growth of a powerful elite class before an abrupt
decline.''
M-5 Stuart, 83.
"A five ton limestone sarcophagus lid. Shows the fleshless jaws of an
undenix:>rld ITDnster reaching toward a half-reclining man--probably the
dying ruler."
M-6 Knauth, 30.
13th century A.D. by a Tairona Indian, using the lost-wax process he
decorated the elaborate head.dress with wings, birds' heads and filigree.
A pendant only 5 1/4 inches high.
M-7

Knauth, 150.
"A twin-headed splay-footed ITDnkey, found in Chiriqui territory, holds
an ornate frame covered with delicate filigree that was produced by
applying wax threads to the core of the ITDld."

M-8

Knauth, 150.
"A stylized cast-gold jaguar bears an enerald on its back and has a
spur like flower at the end of its tail. A pendant."
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Unit Goal:
Dance (Aztec & Inca)
Music (Aztec & Inca)

Lesson Objective:
Student -will be able to understand the differences and simtlari ties of dance in these twu cultures .

Evaluation :
Can student discuss the
differences of the two cultures,
w1derstru1d the close interrelation between dance and
music, identify the acccmpanying
instruments?

Lesson Preparation:
E..xplain tile lack of pictorial
history of dances involving
human sacrifice. Play recordtngs
of the drum.s used in these cul tw·es,
especially the "talking drum."

Lesson Context & Activities:
With or after the recording~, show
either available picttu-cs f rein books
of the instruments and sacrifice or
ttilized mmy film strips and fiJms.
Sane are listed w1dcr Audio-Visual
and Research ~laterials on page 14 ,
14a.

Follow-up Context:
fJi,tn111j ne whh.: h sLud<~nLs \\uuld l i ke
tc do their indivjdual project
in making instn.unen Ls ( dnims)
fran easily fow1d materi.als
such as : food containers;
seeds & beans; etcetera. Create
costumes 01· jewelry i n tile
fashion o'f these culttu-cs .
llavc the students use thei r
own ideas first .

Materials:
Recordings of drums, slides,
pictures fran books of the
instruments.

Notes:
special notice t lmt ma11y
instnnnents are idc.mLical with
only the names changjllg in
trans.ition between cu)turcs .
Dance ~tnd music crumot cx.i .st
without each .other :ind are
cal led thti srune n;,irnc~. Show
importance of social class
to parti.cipatjon in dances .

~lake

Title::

and Intc)1Tclat inn
Between Dance and ~lu:::;ic in thci
Aztec and Inca cultures.

'l'hc Im1x>rt:.wce

12a

Aztec-music - Although notation is sparse , many instruments exist and are
identical fran one culture to another only with different names . For example:
But the Aztec huehuetl was the same instrument as ~he Maya pax, and
the Aztec teponaztli the same instrument as the Maya tunkul, the
Turascan cuiringua, the otani nobiuy, and the Zopotec nica'che.
This list is endless .
The lone notation is found in the cultures with no written lit~ature,
the Aztec . They used v.ord syllables for their dnnn notation. 3
Aztec-dance:
The dances that have been saved through pictures or accounts of
historians vary in nature. Sane were limited to those of royal
blood. I found two examples of the Aztecs doing this type of dance .
Many times a thousand dancers would assemble for the dance and at
least four hundred. They were all leading men, nobles and even lords .
The higher the man ' s quality the closer was his position in r espect to
the drums. The dance became more and more animated and the dancers
'M:>uld dance harder and quicken their pace . . . All those who have
seen this dance say it is a most interesting thing to see and superior
to the ~ambra of the Moors, which is the best dance of which we have
any knowledge in Spain . 14
In t he eighth month of the year, which was called Ueytecuilhuitl,
'the high feast of the dignitaries, ' for example, only the captains
and other brave men accustaned to the wages of war were allowed to
join in the great sacred dance that took place at night, at the foot
of the pyramids in the holy city, by the light of huge braziers and
torches held up by the young men . They danced by pairs and each pair
of warriors was joined by a wanan (one of the auianime, the ca:npanions
of the unmarried soldier$) . The dancers v.ore jewels according to their
rank: a quachic had the right.to a lip ornament in the shape of a bird,
an otanitl to one shaped like the leaf of a water plant . They all
v.ore turquoise disks in their ears. The dance went Qn for several
hours and sanetimes the anperor came to take part. 1:;>

13 Bernal, p . 18.
14 Robert Redfield, The Folk Culture of the Yucatan, p. 105 .

15 Jacques Soustelle, Daily Life of the A~ecs (on the eve of the Spanish
Conquest), p. 46.

NOI'J;;G

Aztec-danc e:
Prison er s were f or ced to dance to music of their own makinr.; ,
just prior to beinp; sacrifi ced. . On0 c aptive s hokes t hP aya c o~hti while two others play t he t epona ztli and the huehue tl .
Standing over them and f orcing them t o danc e and p l ay are t wo of 1
the victorious captors who carry clubr. edged wi~h obsidi an kniv es . '
A merchant did not r e ach the apex of hio c are e r until he could
invite his p eer s to a banquet at which th e choice viands we r e
cooked slave . Not any slave would do, but only the ones who
danc ed be s t to the s ound of the tepona ztli . Slave deale r s in
the Azacapotzalc o market plac e hired professional musi c i 3ns
to sing and play the t eponazt l i . 'l 'h Pse ntirrcd up 1ivc l y enough
music to make even t he mo s t r e luct ant slave s e ns itivP e nou gh
to keep exa ct time to the b e at . The mor ni ng af t; er t aking t h
slave home he was bathed and taken out to s t nrt dan c ing b e for e
the banque t . At the banquet , the bathed slave was cooked i n
olla and served in tidbits wit h maize and s alt, bu t without
chili .
1:

It i s interesting that none of the pic tures l e ft depi c t any of
the dance involved in the rit es . The only pictures are of
sacrificing its e lf . Many picture s show seve ral p ers ons bPin p:
killed at the s ame time . 17
Azt e c and Inc a-dance :
Dancirig was not only an amusemen t ; it was not even only a rite :
it was a way of des erving the favou r of th e r;ods ' by s e rvi ng
them and c alling up on them with on 0 1 s whol e body . 1 1 8 10 1.rh C'
mus ic primarily gav e rhythm for s inging and dan c i ng . 7
Many times dance s wer e acc ompan i ed 1>y p nr cur;s i on in s t;r um~nt; G
on l y and p oss ibly add ed a c apell a s ingi ng . I n t he Azt ec lifP ,
dan c e and music al ce l e brations wer e t hC' only libe ra t i~n from
s trict soc ial duty and se lf-control that was allowed . -0 So
c losely knit were~ the music and dan c e of these cultur.0s, thnt
many time s t he s ame name was 11s ed in t er c hange ably for bot h .
Two example s of this ore the s ingi ng ass i s ted by the Viuayyoy n
drum i~ which the s ong and dan ce cann o t; ':!xis t wit hout each
other . 1
16 Robert St evens on, Musi,: in t he Azt ec cHtd In cu 'l'crrito r ,y ,
17 Redfield, p . 67 .
18 Soust e lle , p . 243 .
19 Soustelle , p . 243 .
20 Soust e lle , p . 24'~.
21 Stevenson, p . 269 and 276 .

r.

20 .

Inca- dance:
·1 2c

At a dance so s olemn it could only be done by members or· t:hr>
royal blood, the guayyaya, a huge drum mounted on the bf.lck of
a poor male porter was beaten by a woman . As many BS threr.or four-hundred dancers took part . 'fo et'lch be Rt they wou Jct
take three steps, one back two forward, thus slowly npproa c hi11g
the Inca or highe s t offici8l present . WhilP. dancin~ they s nnr;
responsorially a cantar pecu liAr to this bay le. M n c1nd \·,omen
threaded their w0y , sometimes wi l;h locked arms , :rnd others
sine;lc fil e . This was one of the f (?W dances in whi c .h t hc.y
abstained from jumping . '.rhe royal ty p:r.ovj dPd cn terl: ai11<'r~; l.o
perform for their guests and. for f ees ts . 1 rhe Emperor Mont e zuma
had ' the piping of reed flutes and the ratt l e of gourds.'
He also reported. that 'ear.h chief rwd a chap0l in 9-is house
with singers and composers of dancers and son~,;s . '2 -

22 Stevenson, p. 269.
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Freeport,

Books for Libraries Press, 1970.

Excellent for hard to find facts, interesting and novel,
not found in many sources .
Guerrero, Raul Flores,

Historia General del Arte ~lexicano.

Editorial Hermes, S. A., Buenos Aires, 1962.
Excellent pictures.
Hamblin, Dora Jane,

All text in Spanish.

The First Cities.

Alexandria, Virginia:

Time-Life Books, 1974.
Excellent for junior high level.

Easy to canprehend with good illustrations .
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Lange, Kurt and Hirmer Max.
in 3000 Years. )
type.

E.gypt,-(Architecture, Sculpture , Painting,

New York and London: Phaidon , 1968 .

Large clear

Should be Wlderstandable to average to advanced jWlior high

students .
Lloyd, Seton.

The Art of the Ancient Near East .

New York, New York:

Frederick A. Praeger, I nc . , Pub. 1938.
Good pictures, medium to snall print, easily r ead.

Knauth, Percy,

The Metalsmiths .

Alexandria, Virginia:

Time-Life Pub . , 1977.

Fantastic pictures with very clear explanations.
Music in Latin America .

Washington, O.C.: Pan American Union, 1942 .

Excellent for several levels of junior high.
Redfield, Robert.

The Folk Culture of Yucatan.

Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1911 .
Extr a:nely advanced for jWlior high .

Certain sections are good for

refer ence.
Sendrey, Alfred .
Cranbury:

Music in the Social and Religious Life of Antiquity.
Fairleigh Dickin!:ian University Press, 1974.

Very advanced for jW1ior high .
Snith, Bradley.

Mexico A History in Art .

Garden City, New York:

Gemini-Snith, Inc. - Doubleday and Co . , Inc. 1968 .
Excellent pictures, large print, easy to read.
Soustelle, J acques .
conquest . )

Daily Life of the Aztecs (on the eve of the Spanish

New York: Macmillan Co., 1962.

Very good for jW1ior high in th€ average to advanced l evel.
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Stevenson, Robert.

Music in the Aztec and Inca Territory.

Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1968 .
Very advanced for junior high students.
Strannenger, Eva.

5000 Years of the Art of Mesopotamia.

New York: Harry N. Atlrans, Inc. Pub. 1964 .
Excellent pictures and illustrations, large print, easily read .
White, Jon ;~Ianchip.

Everyday Life in Ancient E.gypt.

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1963.
Good detail.

Vecy "wordy," may appear vague to sane students .
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Audi~Visual and Resource Materials

Area Cooperative· Film Catalog.

Leo Tonnes, Director: Charleston

Il. 8~81.

No. 81182- color 22 minutes. Olmec, Mayan, Aztec and I ncas, mighty
civilizations that thrived in Mexico, Central America, and South America .
Their achievanents include a written alphabet, astronany, pyramids and
great cities. Olmec and Maya cultures died out on their own; archeologists still do not know why . The Aztecs and Incas suffered a crueler
fate . Violent treacherous men from the New World valuing gold above all
else invaded and ravaged their civilizations . What might the Aztecs
and Incas have created left unmolested.? The ultimate tragedy of the
Lost Worlds of America is that this question can never be answered..
Educational Record Sales.

157 Chambers Street, New York, New York 10007.

tel . (212) 267-7437.
The Ancient River Civilizations - f ilmstrip
Resources. L"<amines art ifacts fran digs to
cultures of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China.
paintings, jewelry, examples of hieroglyphs
Three color filmstrips with cassettes, 1981

produced by Teaching
show the sophisticated
Tanbs, mom.rrnents , wall
and cuneiform tablets.
price - $66.00.

Handbook of ~lusel.Ui}-Based Lesson Plans . The Saint Louis Art ~luseum.
Units include: The Beginning of Writing and Cannunication,
Egyptian Hieroglyphs, Egyptian Mythology, Pre-Columbian:
Mes~American Ritual .
The Metropolitan ~luseum of Art. Bbx 255, Gracie Station, New York 10028 .
Sets of posters and postcards. Also, three books.
The Gold of Tutankhamun. Brackman, Arnold C. 288 pp., 128
pp. in color.
Treasures of Tutankhamtm. pictures of U. S . exhibit pieces.
176 pp . , 175 illustrations, 75 in color (D2021) or
(D2026) Also - 40 slides with 35 minute tape (12706) .
Tutankhamun: His Tanb and its Treasures: The successi'-'e
stages of the discovery and clearing of the tanb by
Howard Carter. 100 color photographs. 256 pp. ,
230 illustrations, 100 in color (D2024)
"The ~rusic of Africa", 1971 American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc.
551 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10017.
Oriental Art Institute. The University of Chicago: 1155 East 58th Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60637. Teachers Kit . Excellent source. ~laterials,

Ha

Audio-Visual and Resource Mate rials

Oriental Art Institute (Cont'd .)
plans, time-lines, c l ass activity sheets, ill ust rations, on both
Egypt and Mesopotamia. $8.00 .
The Saint Louis Art Museum - Resource Center.
Slide Kits $15.00
Ancient World Kit - Inc ludes slides fran Ancient Near East,
Egypt , Greece, and Rcme.
Pre-Columbian Kit - works of art fran anc ient Peruvian ,
Central American, and ~lexican c i vilizations. Inca, Aztec, Maya •
Treasures of Tutankh.amun .
The Sunrise of Power : Imperial Visions , HBJ Press, Inc . , 6 Carrnercial
Street, Hicksville, New Uork 11801.
I n a new series of Time-Life books. Features scribes, dancers,
Imhot ep pyramid, hier oglyphs, agriculture of the Ni l e, etcetera .
"The Ten Carmandments" - Pararrx:>W1t Records PAS 1006 .
VP Arts Catalog - Mc ln t~Te Vi sual Pub. , Inc . 716 Center Street,
Lewiston, New York 14092 . Telephone (4l6) 24~7800 - may call collect.
Free 30-day examination .
Egyptian Art - R. Fu.rneaux Jordan Set HWA3Almost 4,(X)() years of ar t fran Prehistoric and Archaic to
the Ptolenaic . The sec tion includes the 1TOst significant
objects of history : tanples and t cmbs, pyramids, paintings,
carvings, s tatues, an~ danestic objects .
Mesopotamian Art - Seton Lloyd - Set HWA2Four great civilizations of Mesopotamia as seen through
an exciting and varied collection of the ir art: t anples
palaces, statues, bronze and stone \\Qrks, ~al l paintings and
carvings, pottery and exquisite articles in gold , ivory,
and jewels. Sumer and Akkad, Babylon and Assyria . Set of t\liO
filmstrips with handbooks: $26.00.
The Pyramid Age - The age of great tenples, The Amarna pericxi,
The age of Ramses, the Ptoleni,e s, and the Ranan E)rpire. Set of
f our filmstrips with handbooks: $50.00 .

